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Introduction/Background
Variation in the human genome is extensive, with new genetic changes being discovered 
daily.  In the evolving world of genetic testing, variants of uncertain significance (VUS) 
are expected.  A VUS is a change in the normal sequence of a gene for which the 
clinical significance and/or association with disease is unclear.  Variants of uncertain 
significance are reported on Myriad’s myRisk® genetic test result, and management 
of the patient should be based on personal and family history.  VUSs are continually 
evaluated through Myriad’s Variant Classification Program, myVision™, and ordering 
healthcare providers receive an amended report if a VUS is reclassified at any point.  

Myriad identifies approximately 75 new variants every 
day, including 5-10 new BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants (Myriad 
Internal Data).  These variants are classified in accordance 
with American College of Medical Genetics guidelines,1 as 

well as numerous classification tools.  Variants with insufficient clinical and functional 
evidence to establish effect on hereditary cancer risk are classified as VUS.  The frequency 
at which variants are classified as uncertain is largely dependent on the genes in which 
they are identified in, the ancestry of the tested population, and the development and 
improvement of variant classification methodologies.

In 2014, the combined VUS rate for 25 genes analyzed at Myriad (APC, ATM, BARD1, BMPR1A, 
BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CDK4, CDKN2A, CHEK2, EPCAM, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, MUTYH, 
NBN, PALB2, PMS2, PTEN, RAD51C, RAD51D, SMAD4, STK11, and TP53) was 41.7%.2  A VUS was 
identified in at least one of the 25 genes in 742/1781 (41.7%) individuals tested, with 700 
(39.9%) of those individuals identified with a VUS in a gene other than BRCA1/2.  As was the 
experience with BRCA1 and BRCA2 (Figure 1), further testing of genes and development...

... and improvement of novel classification 
methodologies over the last two years have significantly 
reduced the overall VUS rate from 41.7% to 28.6%.  

In this review, we outline the variant classification methodologies currently utilized at 
Myriad that have contributed to lowering the VUS rate.  Definitive classifications allow for 
accurate, clinically significant results to be reported, reduced uncertainty for patients 
and families, and confidence for providers counseling their patients.
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Methods
Myriad’s experience and investment in variant classification have allowed for the 

creation of numerous robust classification tools to enhance the use of the ACMG 

guidelines.  Myriad’s experience with the classification of BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants 

proves that VUS rates can be decreased in a steady and responsible manner (Figure 

1).  Currently, Myriad utilizes eight classification tools and methods to aid in the 

initial classification and/or reclassification of variants.  These tools include literature 

review (LitView™), homozygous/in trans co-occurrence, mutation co-occurrence (M-

Co®), segregation analysis, structural analysis, history weighting algorithm (Pheno®), 

population frequency, and RNA/splice analysis (InSite™).  Although each of these tools 

has played a role in the decline of the VUS rate, some have been especially useful in 

the reclassification of variants on the myRisk® panel. The VUS rate is calculated as the 

total number of clinical myRisk™ reports with one or more VUS and no co-occurring 

pathogenic variants (PVs) as a function of the total number of clinical myRisk™ reports.

Figure 1. The reduction in the VUS rate of BRCA1 and BRCA2 over time.
Figure from Eggington et al, 20146
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Discussion
Pheno is a powerful statistical method that can be used to determine, with high 
confidence, whether a variant is likely to be pathogenic or benign. It operates under 
the premise that if a variant is pathogenic, individuals carrying the variant should, in 
general, have strong personal and family histories of gene-related cancers.  It measures 
the strength of cancer histories associated with a particular variant and compares 
it to those of pathogenic and benign control variants.  Pheno has been utilized by 
Myriad’s classification scientists for many years.  It was initially developed to aid in 
the classification of variants in BRCA1, BRCA2, MLH1, MSH2 and MSH6.  In fact, Pheno 
is largely responsible for the low VUS rates currently seen in these genes and can be 
used for both upgrades (VUS  Suspected Deleterious) and downgrades (VUS  
Favor Polymorphism).3  Given the experience and expertise gained in developing 
and validating Pheno for these genes, Myriad’s scientists and statisticians were able 
to modify this tool for use in the classification 
of variants in ATM, CHEK2 and PALB2.4  Pheno is 
currently only used for downgrades in these genes 
due to their lower penetrance cancer risks.  The 
addition of Pheno for the classification of variants 
in ATM, CHEK2, and PALB2 had a large impact on 
the VUS rate, as there are fewer methods available 
for the classification of these genes.

The use of population frequency has also been instrumental in the lowering of the 
VUS rate for the myRisk® panel.  Allele frequency is a measure of how prevalent a 
genetic variant at a defined locus is in the general population.  Population frequency 
can be used to downgrade variants when the maximum pathogenic allele frequency is 
known.  The maximum expected pathogenic allele frequency can be calculated for a 
given disorder based on the prevalence and penetrance of the disorder.  This number 
represents the highest allele frequency possible for a pathogenic variant in the gene(s) 
that causes the disorder.  Variants observed at rates higher than this frequency are very 
likely to be benign.  Therefore, seeing a variant at frequencies well above the maximum 
expected pathogenic frequency in databases such as Exome Sequencing Project, 1000 
Genomes Project, or Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC), which are all considered 
to be healthy populations, is strong evidence of a benign impact. There is no industry 
standard for the allele frequency threshold that is sufficiently over the maximum 
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expected pathogenic allele frequency to lead to a downgrade.  Myriad conducted a 
thorough gene by gene analysis to determine if and when allele frequency can be used 
for classification.  This analysis allowed for a significant number of reclassifications from 
VUS to Favor Polymorphism.  Population frequency cannot be used for all genes given 
some limitations such as reduced penetrance and pseudogenes.  Myriad currently 
uses this tool for the classification of variants in APC, ATM, BARD1, BMPR1A, BRIP1, CDH1, 
CDK4, CDKN2A, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PALB2, PTEN, RAD51C, RAD51D, SMAD4 and TP53.    

RNA/splice analysis has also played an important role in the reduction of the VUS rate.  
Myriad has RNA experts to aid in the complex process of interpreting and classifying 
splice variants, which are DNA sequence changes which affect how the RNA is spliced 
for translation into the final protein. In addition to the added expertise, Myriad 
has developed an IRB-approved RNA research Laboratory protocol to collect and 
analyze research samples for carriers of specific variants that might impair splicing. 
Only a subset of genetic variants may affect splicing, so the variants analyzed in this 
Laboratory are specifically targeted.  RNA analysis has led to the reclassification of a 
number of variants and will continue to be an informative tool for splice variants.

Although Pheno, population frequency, and RNA/splice analysis have had the greatest 
impact on reducing the VUS rate in the past two years, all of Myriad’s classification tools 
have been used and modified for the classification of genes on the myRisk® panel.  

» Myriad’s classification scientists now have an even greater understanding of the 
literature on these 25 genes and how different biochemical and functional studies 
can impact classification.5  

» In addition, Myriad performed a thorough review of any recessive phenotypes 
associated with all genes on the panel to determine which genes could be 
downgraded in the absence of a recessive phenotype when seen homozygous 
or in trans with a known pathogenic variant.  A thorough review of all genes was 
essential because if a phenotype associated with a recessive syndrome is variable, 
this analysis is not an appropriate tool to use for variant reclassification. 

» For example, patients who are homozygous or compound heterozygous for 
ATM mutations are known to have a condition known as Ataxia Telangiectasia 
(AT). However, the data in the scientific literature shows that the clinical features 
associated with this condition range in severity, with many cases of a mild 
phenotype documented. Therefore, if a patient is homozygous for an ATM VUS 
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Table 1. Current VUS rate by gene on the myRisk® panel.

and does not display classic features of AT, it is not certain that the variant is 
benign.  It is possible the patient has an atypical presentation of AT. Therefore in 
trans analysis is currently not used as an interpretation tool for ATM.  Myriad also 
consults internal structural biology experts for all genes with a validated protein 
structure to better understand if and how a specific variant may impact that 
protein structure.  

» Segregation analysis through family studies for targeted VUS continues to be an 
informative classification tool.  When multiple families and/or family members are 
tested for a specific VUS, it is possible to review if and how the variant segregates 
with cancer in the family.  This information is especially valuable for upgrades in 
variant pathogenicity.  

The use of each of these classification tools has resulted in lowering the VUS rate for all 
genes on the panel (Table 1).  Variation in the VUS rate per gene is based on numerous 
factors including the classification tools available for the gene as well as the size of the 
gene. ATM is a very large gene so it is not surprising that it currently has the highest 
VUS rate.  Although these numbers are low, as with the VUS rate for BRCA1 and BRCA2, 
these numbers are expected to continue to decrease with additional testing.

myRisk™ Gene VUS Rate

APC 3.5%

ATM 4.7%

BARD1 1.6%

BMPR1A 0.7%

BRCA1 0.5%

BRCA2 1.1%

BRIP1 2.0%

CDH1 1.6%

CDK4 0.4%

CHEK2 2.5%

EPCAM 0.01%

MLH1 0.6%

MSH2 1.0%

myRisk™ Gene VUS Rate

MSH6 1.7%

MUTYH 1.5%

NBN 2.4%

P14ARF 0.4%

P16 1.1%

PALB2 1.2%

PMS2 2.1%

PTEN 0.3%

RAD51C 1.1%

RAD51D 1.0%

SMAD4 0.5%

STK11 0.7%

TP53 0.6%
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Conclusion
Variants of uncertain significance are a normal and expected part of genetic 

testing. However, new and improved classification tools can significantly 

decrease the number of VUS.  Reducing the VUS rate for any gene can take time 

because it is necessary to gather sufficient information about variants before 

some classification tools can be utilized.  Although the VUS rate for Myriad’s 

myRisk® panel was 41.7% in 2014, Myriad’s experience and investment in variant 

classification allowed for the development and improvement of multiple 

classification tools, leading to a substantial reduction in the VUS rate by 2016.  

The VUS rate is currently 28.6%.  Although new variants are seen daily in genes 

on the myRisk® panel, it is expected that the VUS rate will continue to decrease 

with the current tools now utilized for variant classification at Myriad. 


